CORINTHIAN ORION STAR MAP

The purpose of this illustration is to strongly suggest that the ancient site of Corinth in Greece is construed to the Orion constellation. This ancient city was where the Apostle Paul wrote several letters to the Corinthian that are found in the New Testament of the Bible. From a top view using Google Earth, if one superimposed the Orion constellation outline, it would appear to be a
corresponding match with the 3 Stars of Orion’s Belt. Primarily, the core of the ancient city would be marked by the Temple to Apollo. This is the largest temple at the site and corresponds to the largest Star in the Belt of Orion, Alnitak. The middle Temple could thus correspond to the Star of Alnilam. The smallest Temple would thus correspond to the smallest Star of the Orion Belt
alignment named Mintaka. This Orion Belt Star alignment is also matching that of the Giza Pyramid complex but in a reverse order in terms of the corresponding structure to Star ratios. One could doubt and/or argue that such a notion is far-fetched. However, upon close examination, if indeed the core of the ancient site of Corinth mirrors that of the Giza alignment, the what is
observe is an amazing confirmation. If one takes the ley-line contour from the middle pyramid at Giza, that of Alnitak and follow it to the Sphinx location adjacent the Osireon, then this same alignment appears to match the layout at ancient Corinth. What is astonishing is that the configuration is an exact match but rotated 90 degrees of a x axis and 180 degrees on the y axis. Essentially, the ‘God Apollo’ was the ‘God of War’, of Mars and went by many other names such as Osiris for example. In investigating such ancient sites using GPS coordinates, it has helped to contribute to the study in astro-archeology.
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The Apostle Paul wrote Letters to
the Corinthians as part of the New
Testament.
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